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Message from our IGCA President 
 

Hi all, 

  

We in Italy, as in many parts of the 

world, are already in the 8th week 

of lockdown and now Italy and other 

Nations are fortunately beginning to 

ease restrictions. 

  

For the first month, garden centers 

were closed and we could only 

deliver.  We are now open again but 

with strict security and safety 

measures. It is important to re-start 

and the clients and staff are grateful 
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and happy as we too. 

  

Unbelievable that life changed so 

quickly and deeply in the beginning 

of this 2020!  
 

 

These are difficult times for all of us, but anyway it will change our society, our 

social life and the view about what will remain or be important after all. Nothing 

will remain the same... 

  

But, let's see all this as an opportunity, a chance to rethink the mission of IGCA; 

we are a platform to exchange and share ideas, information, experiences and 

knowledge with like minded members around the world.  IGCA has been in 

existence for more than 50 years and we should return to our roots with 

Congress; be simpler, smarter, concentrate on the content, make it perhaps 

shorter and so cheaper with less sight seeing. We have to be affordable and 

inspiring for young people, and we need the young people for our and their 

future!  

 

Take good care and best to all. I hope we will meet us soon! 

 

Martina Schullian  
 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

Upcoming Congresses 

 

With the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic being experienced by all members 

around the globe, it was necessary to assess the hosting of upcoming 

congresses by South Africa and Japan. 

 

Both organising committees took all factors into account and after discussion 

with the IGCA Board, it was agreed that the no congress will be hosted in 2020. 
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Japan has withdrawn from hosting a congress in 2021 and South Africa has 

decided to postpone their event until October 2021.  Be sure to look out for the 

congress communication that will be sent out from the SA organising team. 

 

For any queries around the Congress in South Africa, you can contact Gerdie 

on gerdie@sana.co.za  
 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

 

Update from Australia  
by Leigh Siebler  

 

 

 

 

Hello everyone, 

 

I do hope many of you have good news as I write. 

My comments below to members give you the 

picture that Australian garden centres are still 

trading and trading very well in most cases.  
 

Anything edible to grow, vegetable seedlings, etc has walked out the door. In 

fact, our growers could not keep up initially. 

 

Garden centres are being very careful to follow all Government safety 

regulations and taking care of staff and customers. We know we are lucky and 

don’t take anything for granted. The situation could change at any time 

although if anything it looks to be improving. 

 

My May report to members is below. 

 

What’s Your Battle Plan after Coronavirus? 

Survive to Thrive is the way to go but do remember, we are working in The 

Best Industry in the World and are probably in The Best Country in the 
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World during these tough times. 

 

Hopefully Garden Centres are still open and trading as I write. You provide an 

essential service. 

 

Let’s look at the Good Points  

1. The Coronavirus has forced us all to look at our business practices and 

think about a Plan B in case of any emergency 

2. Your customers have voted GARDENING with their feet. They came in 

numbers and they wanted to Garden, initially to Grow Their Own Food 

3. New and returned customers came in and bought plants and allied 

products. 

4. Your challenge is to ensure they enjoy gardening and that they are 

successful in what they do. They need to have trust in you and your 

staff. 

5. Hopefully you have added them to your Enews data base and 

importantly are communicating with them. You want them back when 

this is over. 

6. Many of you have looked at other ways of selling: Online, improved 

delivery, order via phone, collate and collect. Some even moved part of 

their café to the car park with take away only and at least had enough 

sales to keep going. 

7. All garden centres and growers have looked much more carefully at 

Social Media and the value of it. I feel sure this will continue. 

8. A number of garden centres are preparing regular videos using a mobile 

phone and commentary giving a short overview of the centre and what is 

looking really good at the moment. This is then posted on Social Media 

and EDMs. 

Greenlife Industry Australia (GIA) and all state associations have been 

instrumental in informing the industry of Government Regulations. Contact me 

or your state body if you need further help. 
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Importantly, if it is all over or nearly over. Keep positive, keep communicating 

with your staff and customers and join in the Industry Promotion.  

Gardens & Plants are Therapy for Body & Mind 

 

      

Edibles on display at Bulleen Art & Garden  

  

Warm regards, Leigh Siebler  
 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

 

News from Canada 
by Rebecca Doutre  

 

 

 

 

Canada is a country which has six time zones, 

and a full range of plant hardiness zones from 0-

8. 

Presently, every Province across Canada is at 

different stages of spring. Some retail 

garden centres have been open and are in the 

middle of their busiest time, while others are still 

shoveling snow and not open.  
 

Provincial government rules and regulations also vary across Canada, as well 

as each COVID-19 essential services list. In some provinces such as BC, retail 

garden centres are listed as essential, while other provincial lists are vague in 
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their verbiage leaving a great deal of interpretation. Those Provinces who are 

not listed as essential have been advocating on behalf of industry to be listed 

as essential for the sake of mental health and well-being. Many operations 

regardless of being essential, are being innovative with drive through sales, 

curbside service, virtual shopping and online orders. One consistent record 

high sale across Canada are seeds, vegetable seedlings, fruit trees and soil. 

Now is the time for all to plant vegetable gardens, now is the time to educate 

the importance of growing! 

 

We are very fortunate as a national organization that we are able to assist and 

share experiences from across the country including COVID-19 precautions 

and practices; 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/garden-centres-initiate-pickup-deliveryservice-

1.5519987 

https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/more/custom-content/nows-the-time-to-stay-home-andgarden-435974/ 

https://steinbachonline.com/local/local-greenhouses-seeking-essential-service-status 

https://montreal.ctvnews.ca/these-garden-centre-owners-believe-their-businesses-should-beclassified-as-

essential-1.4892065 

https://www.greenhousecanada.com/alberta-confirms-ornamental-production-and-retail-areessential/ 

 

Stores are also notifying their customer in what to expect! 

http://www.greenlandgarden.com/pdf/Guidelines.pdf 

 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

 

Update from Denmark 
by Per Boisen Andersen   

 

 

In Denmark everything closed down on 11th of 

March, but supermarket, DIY, chemist’s, and few 

other shops including garden centres, were 

allowed to remain open. We have lobbied and 

succeeded. 
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On the 12th of March we sent out a packet to all members containing badges, 

streamers for the floor, band for the floor and poster informing about social 

distance, how costumers should behave, information from the government etc. 

 

The week after we sent out 500 booklets for children ‘Havebørn’ ( 

www.haveboern.dk), so they could have a form of education in gardening, and 

we marketed that on social media and informed journalists. The index for March 

were 105. 

 

On the 1th of April we sent the magazine ‘Haveglæder’ (www.haveglaeder.dk) 

out to our members – the spring issue. We announced that on social media as 

well. We inform members twice a week, but they are so busy, so it’s only the 

most important information we inform about. 

 

Schools from level 0 to 6, kindergarten and day nursery open up again 

Wednesday last week. Level 7 to 10, boarding school, high school will not open 

up for the next month. Hairdresser, dentist, physiotherapist, etc. started up 

Monday this week. We expect that zoo, Tivoli and other amusement parks will 

reopen at 11th of May – under some Government rules. 

 

We are still only allowed to be 10 persons together, and we have no idea when 

that will change. Life have for most people changed. Some have found old 

hobbies again – knitting, puzzle, gardening, and ….. People stick together like 

we see in Italy and Spain. Every morning more than 600.000 people sing 

together in social distance at nine o’clock on national radio and TV out of a 

population of 5.8 million people the same happens on Friday evening at 8 

o’clock, and here are more than 1 million people singing Danish songs from 8 

to 9 o’clock. 

 

The Danish Government are strong in leading the people, and the Nordic social 

welfare model as well as the helping packet, where people for four month can 

have up to 4500,00 per month. Shops, fabric etc. can have a refund of all fixed 
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cost and a lot of help to all industries. And best of all – only 335 people have 

died of covid-19 and 370 are on hospitals. 

 

Garden centers are very busy. The index for gardens center for April will be 

plus 30% or more. For those of our members running a webshop the index for 

some are 300. I spoke with a member earlier today. Last year his turnover for 

the first two weeks in April were 1,6 mill. kr. This year it was 4.8 mill. kr. – so it’s 

interesting to see if customer are getting used the to trade on net, and how it 

will influence business in the future. People are nesting and they know they 

can’t travel this summer, so fruit trees and fruit bushes, rhubarbs and 

strawberries are nearly sold out. So there will be a lack of a lot of plants. 

  

Hope you all well and stay safe.  
 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

 

Hello from Germany 
by Peter Botz  

 

 

 

 

All garden centers in Germany are allowed to 

open. Due to the beautiful summer weather, 

many people are currently drawn to the garden 

centers. So Easter was able to achieve good 

sales.  
 

Corona infection rate drops 

The infection rate with the novel corona virus has dropped in Germany. 

According to the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) statistics published on Thursday 

evening, each infected person now infects less than one other person, the so-

called reproductive rate is 0.7. This means that the number of new cases will 

decrease slightly, as the RKI reported. At the beginning of March, the key figure 

was three, on April 8th 1.3, each with a certain fluctuation range. The key figure 

indicates how many people infected a sick person on average. 
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Restrictions because of the Corona Virus… 

- From Monday (April 20, 2018), further shops up to 800 sqm may reopen 

subject to conditions, the countries may vary. 

- The catering trade (restaurants, cafes...) is still not allowed to open. 

- Everyday masks are highly recommended for local public transport and when 

shopping. 

- Distance rules and contact restrictions will remain in effect until May 3. 

- On April 30th the Prime Ministers again advise on possible easing. 

- Major events remain until August 31. forbidden 

- Schools will start gradually again on May 4th. Kindergartens remain closed 

even longer. 

  

VDG Facebook group topic Corona 

The VDG has a Facebook group on Corona. Here the members receive the 

current information in a closed area and can actively participate. 190 members 

are currently participating. 

  

Marketing Activities: 

This year, the VDG is once again supporting the "Feed the bees!" Initiative of 

the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL) as an action partner. 

With the slogan “Feed bees and win!” & “Germany feed bees”, customers 

should be informed about this important topic at the point of sale in the VDG 

garden center. 

Garden center customers are advised on site when choosing bee-friendly 

plants for balconies and gardens and are also given plant lexicons and flyers on 

the subject. 

  

Stay safe!  
 

 

______________________________________________ 
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Update from Ireland 
by Fergal Doyle   

 

 

 

 

 

Where to begin!  Garden Retail was one of the 

last categories to close on March 17th (St. 

Patricks Day) and is hopeful of being one the first 

to open.  Relaxing of the current lockdown is 

predicted on May 5th but only for Hardware and 

Garden along with the distance people are 

allowed go for exercise.  
 

Our industry has created a protocol for reopening of garden centres following 

the easing of restrictions. 

 

Retail Excellence, our member group which also represents garden, has 

created a 5-Point plan for government https://www.retailexcellence.ie/covid-19/ 

  

Garden centres are continuing to deliver from call orders and some are 

including carpark pickup. A few centres are doing online and doing really well. I 

believe when we reopen that this trend will continue and be part of our new 

norm in green.  We have had many discussions on IGCA congress about online 

sales with very different opinions on it working or not. I believe it will be part of 

our new normal and our survival.  

 

A recent consumer attitude report found 67% are optimistic that we will 

overcome this crisis. 83% of people approve of how local shops and 

businesses are handling the COVID-19 situation, 80% of people approve of 

how the government are handling it. 

  

Why it matters to brands? 

  

Brands play a role not just as a transactional provider of a product or service, 
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but as a communicator of an idea or story about what could be. Customers are 

discovering ideas, stories and moments which acknowledge the crisis, but 

shine a light on optimism, community and national pride. 

  

Stay safe! 

 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

 

News from South Africa  
by Gerdie Olivier  

 

 

We are currently in our Autumn season in South 

Africa.  From November sales have gradually 

decreased marking the end of our peak trading 

season.  Our weak economy has had a negative 

impact on our peak trading season and sales 

were average. 
 

 

 

We hosted the SANA Autumn Trade fair in mid-March.  The COVID-19 

pandemic was a hot topic on the day and although we had not been directly 

affected by it at that point, it had a negative impact on attendance. 

 

On 26 March, South Africa went into a nationwide hard lockdown, only 

essential goods and services, with restrictions, where allowed to continue. 

Unfortunately, our industry was excluded and as such all growing and retail of 

green goods, was stopped.  This has had a devasting impact on our members 

and the opportunity for any last-minute Autumn sales were lost.  

 

It was announced on 23 April that the hard lockdown would be relaxed and that 

a phased opening of the economy approach would begin on 1 May. SANA has 

been lobbying Government extensively and through our efforts we hope to be 

included in the first phase. We do not expect people to rush back to Garden 

centres as there will still be restricted movement and strict social distancing 
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protocols in place. We do, however, believe that in the long run gardening will 

come out of this stronger.  As we are moving into Winter, we don’t anticipate 

huge sales for the next few months.  

 

The pandemic and subsequent lockdown, has had a devastating effect on our 

economy.  The current unemployment rate is around 27% and is expected to 

rise significantly as many companies are not able trade and as a result have no 

revenue. We expect significant retrenchments and business closures as a 

result.  Recovery will not happen overnight and will be a slow (and painful) 

recovery.  

 

Our association has made drastic changes by suspending most of our projects 

for the year and suspending membership fees for four months to try and 

support our members during this crisis.  Office operations have been adapted 

to members’ changing needs and important information and updates were sent 

to members on a regular basis.  We have been lobbying government to allow 

our members to trade again and are hopeful that our submissions were 

considered favourably.  We have also drawn up Health and Safety Guidelines 

to assist members to do a risk assessment and prepare their business for re-

opening.  

 

Marketing initiatives have been increased to keep gardening topical during this 

period. 

 

Hopefully we will soon know what the immediate future holds for our industry 

and its members.  

 

Stay safe!  

 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

 

Update from Spain 
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Dear colleagues, we´re pleased to confirm that in our country the decline curve 

of the virus COVID-19 infected and the deceased has begun. It´s still too early 

for people and companies to start living normal lives. It´s expected that in some 

weeks some establishments may be opened, but we regret to report that in 

Spain we continue with the garden centers closed. 

 

 

Only those with an animal section have opened. We´re working hard from our 

organization (AECJ) so that the administration allows it and, at least, plants and 

products for the garden can be commercialized. The association has decided 

not to collect the annual dues until waiting for normality. 

  

We trust that this confinement of the population serves to save lives and soon 

recover the 5 senses. 

 

Greetings from Spain to the rest of the world! 

 

Santiago Gonzalez 

 

 

______________________________________________ 
 

 

Update from UK 
by Iain Wylie  

 

 

 

 

First of all, I hope you are all safe and well in the 

face of this terrible pandemic. 

 As I write, there has been a lockdown in the UK 

for just over 3 weeks. Initially it was for three 

weeks but it has been extended for a further 

three. Throughout this time garden centres have 

been closed.  
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Many of our members took the decision to close in the days before the 

government announced the need for all ‘non-essential’ shops to close. Many 

took this early decision based on the busy scenes they saw in their centres 

over the prior weekend with a genuine concern from and for their staff and their 

safety. A few centres remain open on a restricted basis – those with food halls 

or pet supply departments, for example. Some centres have operated online or 

by taking orders by phone and making local deliveries, all of course with social 

distancing measures in place. 

 

This should be the busiest time of year for us and in any other year I am sure I 

would be reporting really positive sales, as the weather has been perfect for 

gardening. Our industry has come together to lobby government on a number 

of matters such as compensation for growers who have had to throw away 

crops; allowing centres to open (safely) as there is a demand there and 

gardening is something people want to do whilst staying at home. 

 

At present, supermarkets and hardware stores are allowed to remain open as 

they sell essential products but many members have become frustrated (as 

have consumers) that in addition to selling the essentials such as food they are 

exploiting the opportunity of other retail closures by enhancing their ranges 

selling non-core products such as clothing or gardening products and some 

plants. 

 

As an association, we have cancelled our inspections, which would be in full 

swing now and wait to make a final decision on what activity, if any, we can 

carry out this year. 

 

We are just hoping this is over as soon as possible and I am sure we all look 

forward to seeing each other again in better times. 

  

Take care and stay safe.  
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______________________________________________ 
 

 

News from USA 
by Sherry Johnson  

 

 

With much uncertainty in our world right now, finding the right resources to help 

navigate a challenging business environment is crucial to independent garden 

centers.  Because the business situation is different from state-to-state, it’s 

important to find information and resources that fit your specific needs. 

 

AmericanHort has developed the Coronavirus Resource Center where 

resources for the green industry and specifically for garden retailers, have been 

gathered for easy access.  You’ll find important late-breaking news along with 

advocacy updates including federal relief efforts and small business 

assistance.   

 

It’s important to stay connected to your customers during this time of social 

distancing.  The Coronavirus Resource Center also provides a variety of assets 

to help you communicate a positive message and provide inspiration and 

instructions so your customers will continue to do business with you.  The 

Garden Retail and Benefits of Plants sections include online and social media 

assets and tips to help encourage gardening at home.  
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_____________________________________________ 
 

 

Wishing everyone all the best... and stay safe! 
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